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Dear Ms. Moms: 

On behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of Anlerica ("Chamber"), I 
am submitting this letter in response to the Commission's request for additional comment on 
"Investment Company Governance"; Proposed Rule, 71 Fed. Reg. 35,366 (June 19,2006). The 
Chamber is the nation's largest federation of business companies and associations. With 
substantial membership in each of the fifty states, the Chamber has an underlying membership of 
more than tlvee million businesses, chambers of commerce, and business and professional 
organizations of every size and in every industry sector. One of the Chamber's associatio~~al 
purposes is to voice its members' concerns with costly and unnecessary federal regulations. 
Chamber members and their subsidiaries include mutual fund advisers that could be adversely 
affected by the two "governance" provisions at issue in this proceeding, the independent chair 
and 75 percent independent director requirements. Further, the Chamber itself illvests in mutual 
funds and thus would be directly adversely affected by unnecessary and counterproductive 
regulation of mutual fund markets. We appreciate this opportunity to provide our views 111 

response to the Commission's request for additional comment. 

The Chamber is deeply committed to the protection of mutual fund investors-and to the 
promoti011 of efficiency, competition, and capital formation in the financial marltets-but 
believes that the two provisions fall short of their stated goal and would in fact have significant 
adverse consequences for investors and the industry. The Commission should not intervene in 
the financial marltets nor limit investor choice without first assembling compelling evidence of a 
need for further regulation, and without establishing as well that the proposed restrictions would 
irzfact deliver the benefits promised. The independent chair and 75 percent independence 
provisions fall far short of these requirements. The provisions are a dramatic departure from 
Congress's own purposeful design for investment companies, effectively outlawing the 
governance model favored by many investors. These changes would be wrought at substantial 
cost-to smaller funds, competition, capital formation, and the mutual fund industry and 
investors as a whole-yet there is no evidence that altering the governance structure for mutual 
funds is needed or would be beneficial, particularly given other significant changes in mutual 
fund requirements. 



In shon, the two provisions would thwart investor choice and impose unjustifiable 
regulatory costs in pursuit of benefits that are wholly illusory. For these reasons and all the 
reasons discussed below. the Conlmission should close the rule~nakjngrecord without imposing 
any further regulatory requirements. if the Cornmissjon nevertheless concludes that some 
additional regulation is necessary, we urge it to adopt exclusively the "disclosure alternative," 
which would empower investors while avoiding harmful, costly, and intrusive regulation. 

The comments that follow are divided into five sections: 

Section I discusses certain principles that the Chamber respectfully submits must guide 
the Commission in this proceeding, including the presumption against interfering in 
financial markets, changing corporate organization, and eliminating valued investor 
choices without strong evidence of a compelling need to do so. In assessing that need, 
this section explains. the Commission must focus on the specific activities and 
transactions regulated by the "exemptive" rules that would be amended: those rules may 
not be revised to implement general notions of proper corporate governance that are 
unnecessary to the performance of the exemptive rules themselves. And in fact, this 
section shows, the evidence does not show a need to amend the exemptive rules either to 
more effect~velyregulate exemptive transactions or to accomplish the broader purposes 
that the Comlnission has in the past articulated. 

Section 11demonstrates that not only would the two provisions at issue fail to achieve 
their stated purpose, but their costs would far outweigh their speculative benefits. 
Particularly when discounted by risk, the potential consequences of an improper 
exemptive activity at a fund or fund family-an improvident joint insured bond, for 
example-does not warrant imposing millions upon millions of dollars in compliance 
costs on the mutual fund industry, costs that ultimately will be borne by investors. 

Section 111explains that in addition to direct monetary costs, the provisions' adverse 
effects on efficiency. competition, and capital formation will harm the mutual fund 
industry (and investors) by stifling competition. erecting significant barriers to entry, and 
reducing the variety of funds available for investment. The provisions would have an 
adverse effect on the ability of small funds to co~npeteand survive. 

Section IV discusses the advantages of management chairs and directors. Empirical 
evidence suggests that management-chaired funds outperform independent chaired funds. 
Moreover, management-chaired funds are a dominant investment option preferred by 
many investors who should not be deprived of the opportunity to choose that investment 
vehicle. The agency should permit the free rnarket to determine what investment options 
are available to the public when, as here, there is no compelling evidence that the option 
at issue-the management-chaired fund-is less desirable than alternative products. 

Finally, Section V shows that if the Commission determines that it will amend the 
existing exelnptive rules-and we believe that it should not-then the disclosure 
alternative should be adopted. Unlike the independent chair and 75 percent independent 
director requil-ements,the disclosure alternative would further the stated purpose of 



protecting funds and fund shareholders without disproportionate costs to the industry and 
shareholders and without undermining efficiency. competition, and capital formation. 

I. 	 The Comn~ission Sliould Approach This Proceeding With A Presumption 

Against Interfering In  Free Markets And In  Favor Of Investor Choice, 

Particularly Given Congress's Decision To Permit Advisers To Play A 

Leading Role In  Fund Governance; Proponents Of The Two Provisions 

At  Issue Have Not Carried Their Burden Of Demonstrating That  

Significant Changes Are Necessary To Address Any Supposed O r  

Potential Problems Under The Exemptive Rules. 


Several important considerations should bear heavily on the Commission's decision how 
to proceed in this matter. F~rst.  Congress itself decided not to require that fund boards be 
dominated by independent directors; the Commission's burden to justify a departure from that 
congressional decision is considerable. Second, any PI-ovision adopted by the Commission must 
be bottomed on exemptive transactions-the Commission has no general authority to regulate 
corporate governance-yet these provisions cannot be justified under the exemptive rules. 
Indeed. the provisions would not accomplish even their more general stated purpose, and in any 
event other regulations adopted by the Commission should be given time to work before funds 
and investors are saddled with this additional layer of costly regulation. 

We note at the outset of these comments certain basic principles that we respectfully 
suggest should guide the Commission's reconsideration of the two disputed regulatory 
provisions. First and self-evidently, the burden for justifying any new federal law or regulation 
lies with the party proposing constraints on free marketsl and the costs that come with them. 
Presumptively, market forces will drive toward the development and expansion of investment 
inodels that are preferred by investors and deliver op~irnal returns. Regulation risks interference 
with that process as well as increased costs and unanticipaled consequences that could have 
potentially serious adverse effects on markets and investors. In this particular proceeding, we 
note two specific respects in which these concerns are manifest. First, the management-chaired 
fund historically has been the dominant model in the industry. As explained further below, it is a 
model preferred by many investors for sensible reasons, and there is substantial evidence that 
this model delivers betrer returns. For those reasons alone, a presumption exists against what 
would be the effective elimination of this model from the marketplace. Second, in prior stages of 
this matter and in the associated litigation the Commission has at times spoken somewhat 
casually of the ease by which mutual funds may reduce the size of their fund boards, as if this is 
an essentially cost-free change. Reasoning of this narure mistakenly assumes that existing 
corporate structures are achieved by happenstance, which-as just explained--conflicts with 
well-accepted theol-ies of the firm and with the basic rezulatory presumption against interfering 
with the markets in the absence of evidence of market failure or self-dealing. 

A second important principle to guide the Co~nn~ission's further consideration of these 
two regulatory provisions is that the provisions purposely subverl a model that Congress 
intended be available in the industry. The Investment Coinpany Act of 1940 ("ICA" or "Act") 
-nenerally requires that only 40 percent of a fund's directors be independent of the adviser that 
establishes and manages the fund. 15U.S.C. S 8Oa-lO(a). The legislative history of this 
provision is plain and undisputed: Congress wanted ~nvestors to be able to choose a fund in 



which the adviser played a leading role. In passing the Act, Congress explicitly considered aizd 
rejected a requirement that a majority of fund directors be independent. During deliberations, 
the legislative history shows. 

It was urged that if a person is buying management of a particular person and if 
the majority of the board can repudiate his advice, then in effect, you are 
depriving the stockholders of that person's advice . .. . [Tlhat is why the 
provision for 40 percent of independents was inserted. 

Hearings on H.R. 10065. at 109-10; see also 69 Fed. Reg. 46,378,46,390 n.7 (Aug. 2.2004). To 
be sure, in its decision in Clzainber of Cornnzerce v. SEC, 412 F.3d 133, 138-40 (D.C. Cir. 2005) 
("Clianibel-I"), the court of appeals held that it lay within the Coinmission's legal authority to- 
on the basis of proper findings-require a larger role for independent directors in mutual funds 
wishing to rely on the Com~nission's exe~nptive rules. But that legal finding does not alter the 
significantpolic)~ consideration that, just as the Co~nmission should pause and consider carefully 
before increasing regulatory costs and constraining market developments, so it should be 
pa~-ticularlyhesitant to interrere with a decision made by Congress and embodied in the very law 
the Commission is implement~ng.~ 

A third point, related to the two above, is that a presumption exists against limiting the 
investment choices available to the public. Murual funds are required by law lo be structured as 
entities, but the fact is they are viewed by the public as an investment product. And in the eyes 
of many, among that product's most important features is the adviser that developed it and is 
expected to guide its investment performance. However honorable, well-intended, and even 
knowledgeable independent directors may be, the fact is that for many-perhaps most-
investors, it is the management capability and reputation of the adviser and not the leadership of 
unknown independent direc~ors that is sought when a mutual fund product is purchased. In the 
words of one commenter in the initial proceeding. "The new rule requiring every Mutual Fund to 
have an Independent Chairman is wrong in our opinlon. If we invest in a Fidelity Fund, which 
we do, we don't want an outsider Fund manager or non affiliated Fidelity person in charge." 
Comment of Ron &Nancy Cornell (June 24,2004). The particular legal construct used by 
Congress to regulate the mutual fund industry should not cause the Conlmission to lapse into the 
error of regulating entities as if they were in essence corporations, when in fact then essence is 
altogether different. 

Fourth and finally, any amendments to the ten exelnptive rules that are the subject of this 
proceeding must, of course. be bottomed on the terms of those rules and the transactions they 
regulate. This is confirmed in the first decision of the coun of appeals regarding this matter, 

To be sure, rhe Co~n~nission already departed from the design of 15 U.S.C. 5 80a-10(a) by 
requiring, in 2000. that a majority of directors be independent of the fund adviser in order for 
funds to rely on the exempdve rules. It should go without saying, however. that the statutory 
purpose and design should at the very least remain important considerations for the 
Commission, panicula~-ly in the case of such dramatic change as would be brought about by 
the two provisions at issue here. 



where the court held that the Commission had the authority to adopt the provisions at issue as a 
prophylactic measure to "prevent future abuses of exerizl>rive trarzsactiorzs." CIzai7zber1,412 F.3d 
at 141 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (emphasis added). It is on this ground that the Commission defended the 
two provisions in the first legal challenge, and it is on this ground that any amendments should 
be judged now. This Con~n~ission of appeals did not confer, free- does not have, and the COUII 

roving authority to regulate the corporate governance of mutual funds. Rather, as a legal matter 
this proceeding turns in substantial part on the "fit" between the amendments being considered 
and activities being regula~ed.~  We now turn to that issue. for it is plain that no such "fit" exists. 

A. 	The Two Provisions At Issue Cannot Be Justified As Necessary To 
Prevent Future Abuses In  Exemptive Transactions. 

An analysis of the ex~sting terms of the ten rules that would be amended in this 
proceeding illustrates that the independent chair and 75 percent independence requirements are 
unnecessary to further the purposes of those rules. Rather. quite apart from the inordinate costs 
that would be imposed by these two provisions-discussed below-the amendments serve no 
useful purpose in light of the rules' existing terms and the activities the lules regulate. 

Two examples will suffice (although the proponents of changing these ten rules have the 
burden of demonstrating the necessity of amending each). First, Exemptive Rule 17g-lQ), 17 
C.F.R. $ 270.17g-l(j), provides an exemption from Section 17(d) of the Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 80a-
17(d), for joint insured bonds provided and maintained by a registered management investment 
company and one or more parties. The exemption depends, among other things, on a majority of 
independent directors appl-oving the bond at least annually. In light of this longstanding 
provision that the bond be approved by a majority of rhe independent directors, an amendment 
requil-ing that funds relying on the exemption have an independent chair and 75 percent 
independent board at all times, and for all purposes: is unnecessary and unjustifiably 
burdensome. Simply, this is already a decision that independent directo1.s control. Even 
supposing there were reason to believe there may be future abuses in obtaining joint insured 
bonds (the rules' proponents have never argued that: nor suggested what form such abuses would 
take), there is no reason why those hypothetical abuses could not be addressed by, at most, 
requiring an independent director to chair that portion of the annual meeting where the subject of 
joint insured bonds will be taken up, and requiring that 75 percent of the directors voting be 
independent.3 

2 	 See Radio-Televisioiz Are~is Dir-s. Ass'n v. FCC. 184 F.3d 872, 888 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (rejecting 
a rule where the agency failed to "show[ ] a fit between its policy preferences and the actual 
. . . market in which the rules operate"); see also Gerier-a1 Electric Co. v. Uizired Srales Dep't 
of Comnzer-ce,128 F.3d 767. 775 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (vacating agency rule and stating agency 
"fail[s] to exercise reasoned decisionmaking" when i t  does not explain how a rule interacts 
with existing provisions of law). 

3 	 In justifying initial adoption of these provisions in 2004. the Adopting Release relied heavily 
on the asserted importance of the board chair "setting the agenda" for the board. 69 Fed. 
Reg. at 46383. Yet control of the agenda is not necessary to approving a bond when, under 

[Footnote continued on next page] 



Second, Exemptive Rule 1%-4(b)(2), 17 C.F.R. 3 270.15a-4, provides exemption from 
Section 15(a) of the Act: which generally makes it unlawful for a person or entity to serve as an 
investment adviser without a written contract that is approved by a majority of the fund's 
outstanding voting securities. 15 U.S.C. 3 80a-15(a). Under the Exelnptive Rule, an advisory 
contract not approved by a majority of outstanding voting securities is permitted on an interim 
basis when, among other things, a majority of independent directors reviews and approves the 
interim contract. Thus, even assuming there is reason to fear improper interim contracts-a 
concern for which once again no evidence has been provided-the independent chair and 75 
percent independent director requirements are unnecessary in light of the longstanding 
requirement that any interim advisory contract be approved by a majority of independent 
directors. Further, agreement to a short-term interim contract does not warant a prohibition on a 
fund having a management chair for allp~lrposesand on a 1017g-rer11zor permanent basis. 

The same critique may be made of the eight other rules that would be amended to add the 
two provisions at issue; it is the burden of the amendments' proponents to explain that under 
those rules as well, existing protections are deficient. 

In sum, and as warned by a drafter of the ICA shortly after it was enacted, "there exists at 
tlmes a temptation, in granting exemptions, to impose restrictions deemed wise by the agency but 
not warranted by the terms of the Act." Alfred Jaretzki, Jr., Tlze I~zvestmelzt Conil~ur?)~Act of 
1940,26 WASH. U. L.Q. 303. 345 (1941). Out of respect for the lawful bounds on its authority, 
the Commission must fight that impulse. and should only adopt the provisions under 
consideration if they are necessary to furthering the exe~nptive rules themselves. And of that, 
there is no evidence. 

B. The Provisions Do Not Acconiplish Their Staled Purpose. 

When the independent chair requirement and 75 percent independence provision were 
first adopted, the Commission attempted to justify them as necessary to protect against general 
inisconduct in the management of mutual funds, including late trading, inappropriate market 
tinling, and "misuse of nonpublic information about fund portfolios." 69 Fed. Reg. at 46,378. 
As just shown-and as ruled by the court of appeals-adoption of the provisions must be 
bottomed on the need with respect to exemptive transactions themselves. Even supposing, 
however, that those other objectives previously identified by the Commission were appropriate 
aims of exemptive lvle amendments, there is no persuasive evidence or reason to believe the 
provisions under consideration would be effective in guarding against the abuses identified. For 
this reason as well, the provisions should not be adopted. 

We are aware of no evidence that the previous scandals in the mutual fund industry had a 
connection with transactions permitted by the exe~nptive rules. To use an example above, 
Exemptive Rule 17g-l(j) authorizes certain joint insured bonds; neither the Coinmission nor any 
commenter has shown that the bonds led to market timing or any other of the abuses identified 

[Footnote continued from previous page] 
the terms of the existing exemptive mle. covered bonds already are required to be considered 
by the board annually. 



by the Conmission. In the face of this lack of evidence. the prior Commission contended that 
although there was no misconduct under the exemptive rules then~selves,the fact that boards' 
current structure failed to stop late trading, etc., indicated that boards were not constituted to 
prevent misconduct in transactions under the exemptive rules either. That is, late trading was a 
"signal" that the rules were not adequately drawn to safeguard the exempted transactions. 

That logic is flawed, and should be rejected for at least two reasons. First, the rationale 
of the provisions posits that the exemptive rules failed to address something they don't regulate 
(late trading, etc.), and that this signals their inability to address activities they do regulate (the 
exenlpted transactions). That is a riori sequitur, of course. Second, the exemptive rules' failure 
to prevent late trading, etc.: can only signal their inability to prevent abuses in transactions under 
the rules themselves if. among other things, the two sets of activities are subject to the same 
constraints. If the ~ u l e simpose additional constraints on the activities they regulate, then their 
ineffectiveness as to other activities is a meaningless barometer. And that in fact is the case: For 
transactions under the exemptive mles, specific approval by a ma.jority of independent directors 
is ~equired.No such requirement exists for activities related to late-trading, etc. It therefore is 
illogical to infer that the exe~nptiverules' failure to pl-event late trading signals their inability to 
prevent something they regulate by differerzt and lzeighteried means. 

Moreover, the justification previously given for the provisions fails because its premise is 
mistaken,facrually: There simply is no evidence that funds with management chairs, or with 
fewer than 75 percent independent directors, permitted late-trading or other improper practices at 
a higher rate than firms with a s~nallerlnanagelnent role on the board. Accordingly, there is no 
basis to assume an independent chair, or lmore independent directors, is the solution to past 
problem^.^ 

In the absence of such a dil-ect correlation: attempts have been made to base the two 
provisions on the more general claim that directors with a slight attachment to a corporation will 
serve i t  better. In fact, however, evidence indicates that directors with a strong attachment are 
rliore attentive, since their financial welfare depends on it. See R. Franklin Balotti, Charles M. 
Elson & J.  Travis Laster, Equity O~vriershipAnd Tlie Duty of car-e: Corzvergerzce,Revolutiorz, 
Or Evolution?, 55 Bus. LAW.661. 665-66 (Feb. 2000) (citing evidence that a corporate director 
with a stake in the company is more vigilant than a director who holds no stock in the company). 
And with respect to mutual funds particularly, several acade~nicstudies-both individually and 
in combination-demonstrate no correlation between director independence and management 
fees, fund performance, or late-trading or other misconduct: 

One study used a comprehensive sample of mutual fund families from 2002 to examine 
whether board and chair independence are related to board effectiveness. Stephen P. 
Ferris & Xuemin Yan. Do Iridel~enderzfDirectors arid Cliair?izerzReally Matter? The 

Indeed, in Chanil~er-Ithe Co~nnlissionsuggested that independent directors were par? of 
the reason improper fund practices had occurred. See CliuriiDer I ,  SEC Brief at 24. If 
inadequate performance by independent directors was part of the problem, it certainly does 
not follow that having riiore independent directors holds the solution. 



Role of Boards ofDirectors iri Mutldal F~nrzdGoverrza~zce(working paper at the 
University of Missouri-Colun~bia)(Nov. 2004), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/ 
papers.cfm?abstract- id=681526 (last visited July 31, 2006). Referring specifically to the 
Commission's adoption of the independent chair and 75 percent independent director 
requirements in the wake of the trading scandals. the study found "no evidence . . . that 
funds with a higher percentage of independent directors or independent chairmen charge 
lower fees," or that "the incidence of recent trading scandals is related to board and chair 
independence." Id. (Abstract): Id. at 1,29.5 

A second study exanlined the association between governance characteristics and fund 
uerformance. Felix Meshcke, Arz Erizoirical Exaiizination ofMutual Fund Boards 
(working paper at University of Minnesota) (Feb. 2005), available at 
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfn1?abstract~id=676901(last visited July 31, 2006).. .
he study found "no evidence that more independent boards are related to lower fees or 

higher fund performance." and concluded that there is "little ilnpetus for the focus of the 
current debate on restricting mutual fund board structure." Id. at 4; Id. (Abstract). 

Another study examined fund flow data from 1994 to 2004 to analyze, among other 
things, the impact of strengthened colporate governance controls on the amount of 
outflows from funds involved in scandal. Stephen Choi & Marcel Kahan, TIze Marker 
Perzal~yfor Murual Furid Scaridal (working paper at NYU Center for Law and 
Economics) (Jan. 2006). a~u~ilableat http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract-
id=877896 (last visited July 26. 2006). Specifically. the study "collected data on the 
boards of the scandal funds for the year of the scandal to see how they co~~espondwith 
the [then] new SEC rules. i.e., whether they have an independent chairman [I and or a 
board with the requisite proportion of independent dliectors." Id. at 25. The study found 
"no statistically significant difference" in outflow between funds with independent versus 
managen~ent-chairedfunds and funds with 75 percent independent directors versus those 
with a lower percentage of independent directors. Id. at 25-26. This "result is 
inconsistent with the hypothesis that stronger corporate governance ameliorates the 
impact of a scandal," the study noted. Id. at 26. 

New research suggests that funds in which managers own a stake often perform better 
than those with no manager investment. The study. conducted by researchers at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology and London Business School, determined that funds 
whose managers were personally invested in them at the end of 2004 delivered an 
average return of 8.7% the following year, as compared with only a 6.2% average return 

5 See gerzerall)~Peter J .  Wallison. Financial Services Outlook: All the Rage: Will hdeperzderzt 
Direcrors Produce Good Corporare Goverrza~zce(AEI.Jan. 2006) ("[Mlany years of 
academic research have provided little empirical support for the idea that independent 
directors contribute to berter colporate governance. and a number of detailed studies have 
shown either no relationship or a negative relationship between corporate governance 
performance and the presence of a large percentage of independent directors on corporate 
boards."). 



for funds lacking manager ownership. See Eleanor Laise, Alzotlzer Way to Assess a 
Mutual Fund, WALLST.J., July 26, 2006, at Dl .6 

These studies confirm that there is no basis in bard data for the supposition that 
increasing the role of independent directors lowers adviser fees or protects investors. As 
explained at the outset of these comments, the burden in this proceeding lies with those who 
would increase regulatory requirements and funds' costs. constrain market forces and investor 
choice. and upset the balance and oppo~lunity for investors purposely established by Congress 
when it enacted the ICA. That burden cannot be carried. indeed the weight of the evidence is 
against it. 

C. Intervening Regulations Render The Provisions Unnecessary. 

An additional factor militating against adoption of the independent chair and 75 percent 
independence requirements is other actions by the Colnmission that have further diminished the 
asserted need for these "governance" requirements. Together, these other actions have changed 
t h e  dynamics of fund governance by further empowel-ing independent directors and heightening 
sensitivities to potential conflicts of interest. 

Among other things, the Commission has adopted the Chief Compliance Officer Rule, 
Rule 38a-1. Rule 38a-1 has increased the infornlation available to independent directors, 
requiring chief con~pliance officers to engage in dil-ect reporting on various material items to a 
fund's board and independent directors. See 68 Fed. Reg. 74,714 (Dec. 24,2003). (In mid-2006, 
chief compliance officers were set to complete their first annual reports to fund boards.) The 
interactions among chief compliance officers and independent directors has sensitized 
independent directors to internal controls and the need to manage conflicts of interest. 

Other rules adopted by the Co~nmission include Rule 22c-2, which addresses redemption 
fees and funds' access to underlying trading activities in omnibus accounts. See 70 Fed. Reg. 
13.328 (Mar. 18, 2005); 71 Fed. Reg. 11,351 (Mar. 7,2006). Rule 204A-1 creates an investnlent 
adviser code of ethics (see 69 Fed. Reg. 41,696 (July 9: 2004), and amendments to Form N-lA 
require disclosure of funds' policies I-egarding market timing and selective disclosure of portfolio 
holdings. See 69 Fed. Reg. 22,300 (Apr. 23,2004). The Corn~nission also has adopted 
1-equire111ents that strengthen significantly the management contract approval and renewal 
process: including providing that shareholder reports now contain a detailed explanation of the 

6 	 The Co~nmission previously suggested that "a large majority" of mutual funds- 
approxi~nately 80 percent-implicated in recent "scandals" have had management chairs. 69 
Fed. Reg. at 46,384 n.54. However, as the dissenters to the provisions stated accurately at 
the ti~me-and which is still true today-"funds with inside chairpersons are propo~.lionally 
i~mplicated in the abusive activity." Id. at 46,391. In any event. the Commission cannot rely 
on its own (self-selected) enforcement data. as it did du~ing the litigation, to establish relative 
rates of misconduct without establishing that the two types of funds were sampled at the 
same rate. 



evaluation and decisionmaking by independent directors that led to approval or renewal of the 
management contract. See 69 Fed. Reg. 39,798 (June 30,2004). 

And of course. the majority of provisions in the Commission's governance rule were not 
challenged by the Chamber in the court of appeals and are now in effect. These requirements 
include that (i) independent directors meet separately at least quarterly; (ii) fund directors, at 
least annually, evaluate the performance of the fund and its committees. including the 
effectiveness of committee structule: and (iii) independent di~ectors have the authority to retain 
experts and advisers. See 69 Fed. Reg. at 46,384-46,385. 

In sum, the Cornmission's lesponse to n~isconduct in the mutual fund industry was rapid 
and broad-based. Although the requirenients at issue in this proceeding proved difficult to 
defend on judicial review, the majority of the Commission's imponant changes remain in place. 
Those refonns should be given ample time to work before the asency attempts to re-impose the 
controversial. and costly, requirements at issue here. 

11. 	 The Provisions I~npose Significant Costs On Mutual Funds That Must Be 

Assessed Fully By The Commission. 


The Cominission is obliged to adequately assess and weigh the costs of the two 
provisions before they ]nay be adol~ted. When it does, we are confident it will conclude that the 
provisions' speculative benefits do not justify the costs that ultimately will be borne by 
shareholders. 

A. Direct Costs. 

Even in  its rush to re-adopt the provisions after their initial invalidation by the court of 
appeals, the prior Commission acknowledged nulilerous, significant out-of-pocket costs 
associated with the two provisions. Each fund board forced to replace its current chair with one 
who is independent, the Commission estimated, could experience costs of approxirnately 
$400,000. See 70 Fed. Reg. at 39.390. 39,394-39,395 (July 7: 2005) (estimating per board: 
$314,639 for additional staff (each year), $66,900 for increased compensation (each year), and 
$15,000 for outside legal counsel (each year)).7 According to the Commission's calculations at 
that time (id. at 39,404), complying with the 75 percent independence requirement could cost the 
same board as much as an additional $650,000, for a total of nearly $1 rnillion in the first year. 
See id. at  39,391-39,394 (estimating per board: $1 11,500 for recruiting each of the three new 
independent directors (every 5 pears), $1 11,500 for compensating each of the independent 
directors (each year), $9,000 for outside legal counsel (each pear)). Over 5 years, a board could 
spend approximately $4 million to comply with the two provisions, according to the 
Col~lmission's own earlier estimates. Moreover, during the second litigation, the Co~llmission 

Cost of independent chair provision over 5 years: ($314,639 (staf0-t $66,900 (increased 
compensation) + $15,000 (legal counsel)) x 5 = $1,907,770; Cost of 75 percent independent 
director provision over 5 years: $334,500 (recruiting) + (($334.500 (compensation) + 9:000 
(legal counsel)) x 5) = $2,052,000. 



placed heavy reliance on an August 2005 study by the Mutual Fund Directors Forum. See 
http://www.sec. gov/news/press/ 2004-101 .him (last visited Nov. 2, 2005). That study in fact 
suggests that the costs to solile funds would be severe. For example, respondents to the study 
identified increased compensation costs of up to $500.000. and one group reported over 
$500.000 of recurring legal fees. 

The estimated costs of the two provisions are likely only to increase as the Commission 
conducts the more I-igorous examination ordered by the court of appeals. (Ultimately it is the 
Con~mission's obligation-not comnienters'-to calculate reliable cost estimates for the 
regulations that it proposes.) Further, the Commission must consider the wisdom of this sizable 
financial burden in light of the specific mutual fund activities being regulated and the potential 
misconduct to be averted. The activities regulated by the exemptive rules are typically discrete, 
non-controversial acts that are pelfonned infrequently and have not been the subject of 
significant enfol-cement activity. For example, and as discussed above, the Commission is 
considering amending Exemptive Rule 17:-l(i), which permits a fund to maintain a joint insured 
bo~ld with a management investment company and one or more parties. 17 C.F.R. § 270.17g-
IQ) .  This act is typically performed just once a year: and under the existing rule already requires 
approval by a majority of the board's independent directors. Proponents of the independent chair 
and 75 percenl independence require~nents have never explained why this often once-a-year 
activity threatens losses to investors that warrant incurring costs that could approach $1 inillion. 
Similarly, there has yet to be meaningful discussion by the amendments' proponents of 
Exemptive Rule 17d-I (d)(7), which permits a fund and its affiliates to purchase joint liability 
insurance. I7 C.F.R. 8 270.17d-l(d)(7). For these rules-and the eight others the Commission 
has considered amending-a final rule would require addl-essing whether, and how, misconduct 
in the activities to be regulated is expected to cause investor losses that, discounted for risk, 
exceed the $1 million it could rake to comply. That is not likely 10 be the case. But if it is to 
take action: the Comnlission IIIUSI consider these probabilities, assess them in view of the heavy 
burden the PI-ovisions' proponents must carry, and add]-ess the questions necessary to determine 
whether the provisions' costs are warranted by their uncertain benefit. For example, what is the 
likelihood under the existing rules that a majority of independent dil-ectors will permit an 
improvident joint insured bond or inlproper joint liability insurance? If that occurred, what 
would be 111; cost to shareholders? How does that cost-discounted by risk-compare to the $1 
million in administrative costs potentially imposed by the rwo new I-equirements? Is it in fact 
possible that. for these and other exemptive rules, the Commission's "solution" will cost more in 
dollars than the (supposed) exemptive rule problem being addressed? And how do these costs 
and benefits compare to alternatives that could be adopted instead, including the disclosure 
requirement discussed below or simply requiring an independent chair and 75 percent 
independent directors when authorizing the specific transactions regulated by the exemptive 
rules? These are fundamental questions that suggest the provisions under consideration would 
cost investors far more than they can expect to gain.8 

* The Co~n~nission has suggested at times that independent directors cannot be expected to 
speak up and take positions contrary to management unless they are greatly superior in 
number and hold the chairmanship of the board. That is a highly speculative argument and 

[Footnote continued on next page] 



B .  Informational And Experiential Costs. 

In addition to direct monetary costs, the provisions wiIl impose informational and 
experiential costs as independent directors replace management directors. A management 
director often has expertise, experience, and knowledge that an independent director lacks. 
Further, the pool of disinterested individuals qualified to be directors is limited, so the 
Commission would be increasing the likelihood that funds hire individuals with less or no 
experience in the industry. (Alternatively: a fund might reduce board size to achieve the 
necessary proportion, thereby departing from what had been determined to be the optimal board 
size.) Plainly, someone with less experience and expertise would have a harder time performing 
the role of fund director.9 

The provisions' informational and experiential costs become clear when the functions of 
a fund board are considered. "[Ilndependent directors must pass judgment on a variety of legally 
complex, controversial practices-their jobs: if taken seriously, are extremely difficult." Stephen 
Tale, Tlze Role ofliidel~ende~zt Directors Iiz Mlrrual Fund Gover17ance(April 26, 2000) 
(unpublished), available at http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/rfi/papers/Role.PDF (last visited August 
4,2006). Fund directors are responsible for many actions that affect fund pel-formance, 
i~lcluding approving trading practices and fund expenses and electing officers. Further, a board 
engages each year in a detailed review of fund practices in deciding whether to retain the current 

[Footnote continued from previous page] 
should be buttressed by more than unsubstantiated assertion before it is made a building 
block of onerous regulatory requirements. 

9 The Commission itself has recognized the extensive education that would be necessary for 
independent directors to effectively perform their jobs. See 
http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/feestudy.lt1n#ite1nl8(last visited August 7,2006) 
("[Independent] [flund directors also can strengthen their hand by educating themselves 
about issues concerning murual fund fees and expenses. In particular, we recommend that 
fund directors focus further on the costs of providing investment management services and, 
in particular, on whether the funds that they oversee experience any economies of scale. . . . 
Conclusions as to why econon~ies of scale would be experienced in this way, however. 
cannot be drawn without knowing what the costs of supplying particular services were to the 
investment advisory firms.") ("[Flund directors can use this inforn~ation to evaluate whether 
the funds that they oversee are experiencing any econon~ies of scale and to assist them in 
ensuring that fund shareholders share in the benefits of any reduced costs. Whether increases 
in assets of a fund or fund family produce economies of scale is a factor that may influence 
fund directors' views on, among other things, the amount of fees that the fund should pay for 
advisory and other services and whether a rule 12b-1 plan for the fund is appropriate.") 
("[Flund directors would benefit from learning about the types of information that they can 
review when making their decisions, including information that would enable them to 
determine whether their funds are experiencing any economies of scale. We believe that fund 
directors also would benefit from knowing about other sources of data and information that 
would enable them to compare the costs of investment managelnelit of the funds that they 
oversee with those of other funds."). 



adviser, examining each of the funds in the family and how they compare to industry averages. 
The ability to determine if an investment compares favorably to others in the same class 
managed by other funds, or if an investment adheres to an investing strategy, requires genuine 
knowledge of the industry. If, due to a lack of knowledge or experience, an independent director 
does not recognize the value or appropriateness of certain trading practices, or the value of 
certain expensive assets (for instance. hiring a highly qualified fund manager), it is more likely 
that a decision by a board member would compromise the performance of the fund. 

111. 	 The Provisions Would Have A Significant Adverse Effect O n  Efficiency, 

Competition, And Capital Formation. 


The Comm~ss~on is required by law to consider the effects the independent chair and 75 
percent independence requirements would have on efficiency, competition, and capital 
formation. 15 U.S.C. S; 80a-2(c). In analyzing these effects, the Commission must consider not 
only direct costs. but also non-monetary factors such as loss of investor choice and the 
innovation rhat results fro111 increased competition. See Peter l.Wallison, Financial Services 
outlook: BI~I-iedTreasure: A Cour.t Rediscovers A Cor,gressional Mar~date Tlze SEC Has 
Igrzored (AEI. Oct. 2005). A thorough examination of these factors will further demonstrate that 
the adverse effects of the two provisions g~eatly outweigh their quite speculative benefits. 

As an initial matter, if it goes forward with this proceeding the Commission must analyze 
the provisions' effects on the efficiency and competitiveness of smaller funds and new entrants 
i n  the market, and whether stifling smaller funds and new entrants would reduce competition and 
capital formation in the industry as a whole. There is ample evidence these would indeed be the 
consequences. The costs of implementing and complying with the provisions are likely to be 
particularly great for smaller fund "families:" in part because these complexes have fewer funds 
over which to spread the costs. (A single board often oversees multiple funds within one 
family.) Indeed, the Commission all.eady has acknowledged that the cost burden for smaller 
funds is potentially greater. See, e.g., 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,393, 39:395 (small fund families are 
able to spread board costs over fewer funds). Arid see Amanda Gerut, Sriiall Furzd Boards 
Struggle to Cor7iply wirh 75% Provision, BOARDIQ: July 12,2005 (because of fewer resources, 
smaller funds will have a difficult time recruiting experienced individuals to serve as 
independent directors). Commenters repeatedly have voiced concerns with the consequent 
effects for small funds and the industry as a whole. "We fear the regulatory burden will be much 
more intense and tiine consuming for smaller firms . . . .," one commenter stated. "lrzdustv)~ 
cor~solidariori arid a 1-edrdctiorz in irivesror choice are likely ro be,faI/-ours of this destabilizing 
cost-structure increase across the industry." Comments of Scott L. Barbee (May 12,2004) 
(emphasis added); see also Comments of Joseph Harroz, Jr. (Apr. 2. 2004) (warning of ill effects 
for smaller funds). 

The available data confirms these cancel-ns. Changes in the financial performance of 
murual funds are commonly expressed in "basis points." with each point equaling one hundredth 
of a percenl. or 0.0001. (One hundred basis points thus equals one percent.) Generally, a change 
in yield of less than one percent can be significanl forj~~vestmeni decisions. A profile of mutual 
fund families by the investment Company Institute shows that as of June 2005,47 fund 
complexes (out of a total of 360) had assets under management of less than $50 million. (The 
list is available to mernbers at http:Nmembers.ici.orgl.) If each of these 47 funds is assumed to 



have a single board of directors and the Commission's estimated incremental costs per board are 
applied. the average fund in this group would experience increased expenses of at least 83 basis 
points per year-and a con-esponding decrease in performance. (This estimate assumes the 
hiring of three new board members, which the Commission estimates would cost approximately 
$415,000 annually. or 3 3 %  of $50 nill lion.)]^ The effect would be even more severe for the 14 
fund complexes with assets under management of less than $10 million-for these, the change in 
costs would be at least 4 percentage points. or 400 basis points per year. To put this in 
perspective, the average total expense ratio for equity mutual funds is approximately 1.1 percent 
when weighted by assets. Thus. for the 47 funds with less than $50 million in assets, these 
expenses would represent a more than 75 percent increase in the total expense ratio (calculated 
by dividing total expenses by total assets under management).]] 

Effects of this magnitude should be expected to have devastating consequences. And 
indeed, a study from 2005 reports that by September of that year 250 smaller mutual funds had 
liquidated, compared with 69 smaller fund liquidations for all of 2004. The study attributes these 
liqtlidations not to past performance difficulties or enforcement actions, but to the provisions 
under challenge here. The costs "of maintaining an independent board, including an independent 
chair person" have been too much for smaller funds, i t  was reported. See Herbert Lash, Over 
250 Ml~tual Flrilds Liqrridare, Cite Rule Costs, REUTERS,Sept. 14, 2005. These effects should 
come as no surprise-the independent chair and 75 percent independence requirements "treat[ ] 
mutual funds as conlpanies when the econonlic reality is that they are products," Harvey Pitt, 
Over-Law)lered at the SEC, WALLST.3.: July 26, 2006, at A15, so that, for example, funds that 
previously had no staff would now hire as many as two full-time personnel. See 70 Fed. Reg. ar 
39,394. Becoming an employer is a serious unde~taking for any enterprise-let alone a s~~lal ler  
enterprise-and warrants the Co~nmission's cal-eful attention, particularly given its earlier 
acknowledgment that excessive costs on smaller funds could destabilize competition in the 
industry as a whole. See Cl?a17zl?er 11, SEC Brief at 59. 

The provisions' disproportionate effect on smaller funds will also translate to higher costs 
for new entrants to the mutual fund indusuy. since new fund complexes typically start out with 
smaller funds. (Analysis of market entry is. of course, fundamental to determining the 
competitive consequences of changes in market conditions. For an example of the sophisticated 
examination the Commission should conduct of effects of reduced entry on competition and 
capital formation before it were to adopt any regulation, see the guidelines used by two other 

lo	According to prior Commission estimates. the addition of three independent directors would 
cost smaller fund families approximately $65,000 in additional annual expenses (including 
legal and recruiting costs) per board. Further, an independent chair of a small fund f a ~ n ~ l y  (7 
to 19 funds) would need legal. analyst. and administrative services which cost approximately 
$350.000 per year according to Co~n~illssion estimates, for total incremental annual costs of 
$415.000 per board. Note that this is lower than the $1 lnillion cited above, which would 
apply to larger fund families. 

See http://www.vanguard.cod bogle-site/sp20050524.htm.at n.2 (last visited July 25. 

2006). 




federal agencies to analyze mergers. Horizontal Me]-ger Guidelines, pt. 1.0, U.S. Dep't of Justice 
and Federal Trade Comm'n, h t t p : / / w w w . u s d o j . g o v / a t r / p u b l i c / g u i d e l h  book/lO.htrnl 
(last visited July 25. 2006).) Beyond the effect on small funds, a potentially even more 
important disincentive for new entrants will be advisers' loss of the ability to direct the entities 
that tlze)~establish through their own investment of human and financial capital. Mutual fund 
advisers "organize[ 1" and "provide seed money for'' ~nutual funds. Cl~anzberI, SEC Brief at 18- 
19. By purposely severing advisers from the vehicles they create. the two provisions must be 
expected to decrease entrepl-eneurs' incentive to start ~nutual funds in the first place. The 
implications for co~npetition and capital formation are plain, and must thoroughly be addressed 
by the Commission before tlie provisions could be readopted.12 

Given the effects tlie provisions would have on small funds and new entrants, it would be 
incumbent on the Comnlisslon to assess the implications for competition in the industry as a 
whole before it could adopt the provisions. Several ~tudies establish grounds for concern. First 
is a study showing that funds with fees that are slgnlficantly below average tend to have larger 
market shares. whereas funds with higher-than-aberage fees-which typically are smaller 
funds-tend to have lower market shares.13 In addition. the study found, when funds with 
higher-than-average fees increase fees further. their likelihood of asset growth is reduced. This 
is fullher evidence that the provisions' incremental board costs are likely to dispropol-tionately 
affect smaller funds and smaller fund families. causing the funds to stagnate, lose assets, or 
merge out of existence.l4 

12 	Commenters have previously warned of these effects. "[Ilf this proposal is adopted," one 
commenter staled. "the ~nutual fund industry will suffer from a decrease in entrepreneurs 
willing to put their time. effort and money behind innovation of new worthwhile fund 
products." Comlnents of Lacy B. Herrmann (May 11, 2004). 

In rhe past. the Commission has failed lo consider the provjsjons' effects on investor returns 
and. in turn. what impact that would have on investment decisions. including the decision to 
seek alternatives to mutual funds. These factors plainly should be considered when 
analyzing effects on capital formation and competition. 

l 3  	Ajay Khorana & Henri Servaes, Corlflicts oflnteresr and Co177l7etirion irz tlze Mutual Fund 
hldustr)i (July 2004) (unpublished), available at 
http://papers.ssrn.con~sol3/papersScfm?abstractid=
240596 (last visited July 27, 2006). 

j 4  	 Studies demonstrating that funds with higher fees are more likely to experience capital 
outflow or even cease to exist include: Erik R. Sirri & Peter Tufano. Costly Searrh arzd 
Mutual Flrr~d Flows, 53 JOURNAL 1589-1 622 (October 1998); Vikram Nanda, 2.OF FINANCE 
Jay Wang & Lu Zheng, Fanzil)~ Values a17d the Star- Pkenomenor~: Srrategies ofMutual Furzd 
Co171plexes.17 REVIEW OF FINANCIALSTUDLES667-98 (2004); Brad M. Barber, Terrance 
Odean & Lu Zheng. Out of Sigl~r, Out of Mind: TIze Effects of Expanses on Mutual Furzd 
Flows, 78 JOURNALOFBUSINESS 2095-2121 (Nov. 2005); Steven J. Brown &William N. 
Goetzniann. Pe~:forrnarzce Persistence. JOURNAL OFFINANCE(1995). Richard A. Ippolito, 

[Footnote continued on next page] 



Second, a study comparing the mutual fund industries in the United States and Europe 
tied the relative efficiency of the U.S. market to its relatively lower level of concentration: In the 
U.S. market, smaller funds still account for a significant portion of assets under management. 
whereas the less efficient European niarkets-despite a large total number of small funds-are 
dominated by a I-elative handful of larger funds.'"~ shown above, the new provisions will 
erode this strength of the U.S. market. 

Third, another recent study examined relative fund "persistence" in UK markets, that is. 
the duration of above-average returns for specific funds, which the study identified as a potential 
indicator of a less competitive market. This "persistence" is positively con-elated with 
concentration alnong UK mutual funds. the srudy found. further suggesting the competitive value 
of smaller mutual funds in a vibrant market.16 

Together, these studies suggest that srnall funds are vital to n~utual fund competition, and 
that the provisions' potentially staggering effects on small funds bear sel-ious implications for the 
industry-and, mol-e importantly, for the investing public. Effects of this nature are not mere 
academic minutiae. Instead, for the nation's principal regulator of financial markets, such factors 
should be central considerations in discharging a statutory mandate to consider the consequences 
of government action for efficiency, competition, and capital formation. 

IV. Benefits Of Rtanagement Chairs And Investor Choice. 

In addition to the costs the provisions would impose on mutual funds and their 
shareholders, managenlent chairs provide benefits that the provisions would eliminate. The 
Commission's adoption of regulation that places more authority with independent directors 
reflects a number of "[rlecent reform efforts that place a relentless emphasis" on director 
independence. See John F. Olson & Michael T. Adams, Co~iiyosirzg A Balarzced And EfSective 
Board To Meet New Gover~ialzce Ma~irlares.59 BUS. LAW. 421,422: 431 (Feb. 2004). That 
emphasis is often misplaced, however, as managelnent directors have a more extensive 
understanding of a company and its business and-many authorities believe-are better suited to 
engage in honest dialogue and provide constr~~ctive criticism. See id. at 422,430-31,445-47. 

[Footnote continued from previous page] 
Corzsunzer Reactiori to Measures of Poor Qualiw Evidenceporn rhe Mutual Fund I~idusrr)~, 
35 JOURNAL OFLAWAND ECONOM~CS45-70 (1992): Jennifer 8.Carpenter & Anthony W. 
Lynch, S~irvn~or~li ip  Persistence, 54Bias and Attrition Effects irz Measures of Pe~jbr~iiance 
JOURNALOFFINANCIAL 337-74 (1999); and Edwin J. Elton, Martin J. Gmber &ECONOMICS 

Christopher R. Blake. Survivorslzil> Bias alid Mutual Fund Perfoniiance. 9 REVIEW OF 

FINANCIALSTUDIES 1097-1 120 (1996). 


l 5  Rogir Otten & Mark Schweitzer, A Con~l~ar-is011 Between tlze Eurol~eali arid tlze U.S. Mutual 
Fund Ifidustfy. 28 MANAGERIAL FINANCE 14,21 (2002). 

l 6  Aneel Keswani & David Stolin, Murrnal Finrid Peifoniia~zce Pel.sis~elice arid Co~ii~~etitiorz: A 
Cross-Secror Arialj~sis. 29 JOURNAL RESEARCHOF FINANCIAL 349-66 (2006). 



At leest one study indicates that management-chaired funds deliver important benefits to 
investors. During the initial comment period on the independent chair and 75 percent 
independence I-equirements. a 20-page empirical study was submitted that compared the 
perfor~nance of mutual funds that have independent chairs to the performance of mutual funds 
with management chairs. Management-chaired funds were found to have superior performance: 

0 1 7  eaclz of several Izrstorical yer-joniiarzce r77easrdres, independerzt clzair funds 
lzave rzot l~erforr71ed as  1vel1 as  tlzose lzavrng 117ar1ager77erzt chairs. For example, 
using Morninsstar's fund rankings within style-based peer groups, independent 
chair funds on average rank in the 53rd j~ercentile (100=best) over the past three 
years, whlle management chair funds on avelage rank in the 58th percentile. 
Over ten years the ranking difference is more pronounced, with the independent 
chair funds averaging in the 48th percent~le versus the 59th percentile for the 
management chair funds. For t l~ese arid otherper:forri7ance con7~~arisorzs irzcluded 
if7 tlzis stud), rhe dlfjerences were statisrically signifrcarzt. 

Geoffrey H. Bobroff & Thomas H. Mack, Assessir~g rke Sigr7ificarzce of Mutual Furzd Board 
Indel~enderzt Chairs. Mar. 10.2004, at 9, available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/s70304/ 
f~delity031004.h~m("Bobroff Study") (emphases added) (last visited July 31,2006). 

The Commission should undertake a serious review of the Bobroff Study. During the 
first proceeding, the study was effectively ignored because, the Co~nmission stated, there are 
other, "more general[ 1" benefits associated with independent chairs. 69 Fed. Reg. at 46,384. 
(The foregoing discussion has shown those benefits to be entirely illusory.) As to the findings of 
the 20-page study, they were dismissed in a brief footnote in which the Commission said that 
other commenters vie\ved the study's data diffel-ently than the s r~~dy ' s  Commissionauthors-the 
did not undertake to determine which colnmenters had the better view of the data. Id. at 46,383 
n.52. 

These earlier criticisms of the Bobroff Study al-e unpersuasive. The prior Commission 
discounted the study because at one point the study's authors noted that the strong performance 
of management-chail-ed funds could be due to other "important differences" besides the identity 
of the chair. Id. The Co~nn~ission neglected to mention that the authors then proceeded to 
consider what other explanatory factors might exist, and identified none. Further, one of the two 
conunents cited by the Commission to dismiss the Bobroff Study reached different results partly 
by decIining to classify the Vanguard funds as management-chaired funds, even though 
Vanguard's management model indisputably includes an interested chairman. Id. (citing 
Remarks by John C. Bogle (May 5, 2004)). This comment also created a separate category for 
"bank-managed funds with an independent chainnan," but the Bobroff Study itself had 
accounted for differences between these funds and other independent-chaired funds. The other 
comment cited by the Commission suggested that the Bobroff Study's results were statistically 
flawed because "less than 1% of funds have independent chai1.s." Id. (citing Letter from John A. 
Hill to Willialn H. Donaldson (May 12,2004)). But the Commission's own data at the time 
indicated that appraxirnately 20 percent of funds had independent chairs: and 14 of the 57 mutual 
fund families reviewed in the Bobroff Study were chaired by independent directors. See 
Chamber I, Chamber Reply Br. at 23-24 n.8. 



The Bobroff Study presents empirical evidence that there are benefits associated with 
management chairs and that management-chaired funds outperform independent chaired funds. 
The Conmussion should seriously consider this study and the other studies that bear on the 
impollant question of the benefits associated with nianagement-chaired funds. In full, it is plain 
that the existing literature does not establish that the benefits of independent chairs and directors 
are so great that what currently is the dominant governance model in the industry-and what for 
many investors is a preferred investment product-should effectively and permanently be 
removed from the market by government intervention. 

V. The Disclosure Alternative. 

If the Colnmission were to adopt any amendments to the exempdve rules-and the 
Chamber believes no alnend~nentsare necessary-then it should adopt the so-called "disclosure 
alternative" under which "each fund [would] be required prominently to disclose whether it has 
an inside or an independent chairman and thereby allow investors to make an informed choice." 
C/zanzber1,412 F.3d at 144. 

The Commission's previous rejection of this disclosure alternative was flawed. First, the 
Colnn~ission majority at the time asserted that disclosure would be insufficient to address the 
conflicts governed by the exemptive rules, but failed actually to analyze disclosure in light of 
those rules. For example, the Conunission failed to analyze whether if the disclosure alternative 
were adopted there would remain risks with joint insured bonds, which already require action by 
an independent director majority and are typically voted on only once a year. The Commission 
placed great weight on the "dialogue" an independent chair would promote, but surely the 
purchase of a joint bond once a year, for instance, is not such a momentous matter that it 
warrants establishing a new, perennial bureaucracy for the other 364 days on the calendar. 
Second, the Con~n~ission failed to consider the effectiveness of the disclosure alternative in 
combination with other mutual fund changes, including the 75 percent independence 
requirement. The Comn~ission had not, it claimed, "adopt[ed] the independent chairman 
provision in isolation," but rather "as part of a l a r ~ e r  package of regulatory reforms." 70 Fed. 
Reg. at 39,397. Yet it failed to appraise the disclosure requirement as part of that same, larger 
package. Finally, the Co~nlnission gave no consideration at all to the public's interest in having 
management-chaired funds, an interest that the disclosure provision preserves but that the 
provisions effectively preclude. 

Plainly, the Comn~ission's prior consideration of the disclosure alternative "cannot be 
said to embody the expertise and best judgment of the Commission." 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,407- 
39,408. If the Commission still believes that any added regulation is necessary. it should adopt 
the disclosure alternative exclusively. The disclosure alternative empowers rather than limits 
investors, while avoiding harmful, costly, and intrusive regulation. 

The two provisions at issue here depart from Congress's design in crafting the Investment 
Company Act, which purposely permitted management directors to play a doininant role on fund 
boards. There is no evidence that market timing or late trading was attributable to management- 
dominated boards. or that ilnposing independent-led boards would avert these or other abuses. 



Since the Commission first initiated this PI-oceeding, mol-eover, there have been other, more 
solidly-grounded regula~ory changes that should be given time to work. The two provisions at 
issue here, for their pall, will produce more costs than benefits for mutual funds and their 
investors, and will have serious effects on efficiency, competition, and capital formation in the 
industry as a whole. In shon, after nearly three years of advocacy, the proponents of the 
provisions remain unable to carry their burden to justify a costly interference with free markets 
that conflicts with Congress's design and deprives the investing public of a choice that many 
consider preferable. 

For all of the reasons above, the Chamber UI-ges the Commission to close the rulemaking 
record without adopting any further regulatory requirements. If a new requirement is to be 
adopted, the Chamber urges that the disclosure alternative be adopted exclusively. 
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